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What are we asking you to do?

Some extra materials – may help ….



Source: Tanner, Ch 15, p. 11



What are we asking you to do?

For these questions we thought you’d appreciate a bit of extra material.



The plan

1. Exchange rate regimes – fixed vs. flexible, pros and cons. (Q2) Mankiw 9e pp 389-390

2. Capital controls and the impossible trinity (Q1) Mankiw 9e p393

3. Financing a net export (or current account) deficit: non-reserve and reserve. (Q3) Tanner 
Ch 15, part 15.1. 

4. Review: how do central banks fix exchange rates, anyway? The role of reserves. (Q3)
Tanner Ch 15, part 15.2. PP 9 -2 2 

5. Linking the balance of payments (net exports and capital flows) to the money supply.  
(Q3) Mankiw 9e pp 377-379.



Important:

The quiz focuses on Mankiw. 

The stuff that is in my book but not in Mankiw will likely not be on the 
quiz.

But, it IS useful stuff… ☺



Notes on the readings:

My book is a bit more technical – but I will try to emphasize the non-technical and the intuition. 
This will be useful for your memo assignment.  

A bit of terminology:

• Mankiw refers to net capital inflows as the corresponding money that helps finance a net export 
(trade balance) deficit. 

• He is using obsolete terminology (but many people do)

• Today we refer to the “financial account” and the “net financing” or “net financial flows”

• Example: we have a trade deficit of $100. We need financing (or ‘net capital inflows’) of $100. 

• IMF refers to “financial account” – since late ’90s. 



What are we asking you to do?

For these questions we thought you’d appreciate a bit of extra material.

Mankiw 9e p 393

Linkages between net 
exports, exchange rate, and 
money.

Mankiw 9e p 378

Tanner, Ch 15, Sections 15.1 
and 15.2, especially pp. 9 –
21 (top). 

Model part in that chapter 
is not strictly relevant 
(refers to open capital 
markets)
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Fixed exchange rate pros and cons



Source: Tanner, Ch 15, p. 11





Fiscal policy – more powerful under fixed exchange rates.

Why?

Under floating you get: increase in government expenditures, higher interest rates (think of 
LM) and more appreciated currency.

P 374, Mankiw – Under floating exchange rates fiscal policy has NO impact on GDP.

Why? Exchange rate appreciates just enough so that decrease in net exports offsets increase in 
G!

A very famous result – very elegant – you should learn it, but it may be a kind of special case.

More generally, we do believe that fiscal policy does have some impact under flexible exchange 
rates – but less than under fixed. 



Hint: you already have some data.

Next: Impossible Trinity
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The impossible trinity –a deeper look. 



Mankiw 9e pp 393-394

A country can have two of the three – but not all three. 

Independent monetary policy –
Set interest rate in response to 
country conditions. 

Full capital mobility –
financing can move 
freely in and out of the 
country. 

Fixed exchange rate –
set by central bank, not 
by shifts in market 
sentiment. 



Q: If country has full capital mobility and wants 
independent monetary policy, why does the exchange 
rate need to be flexible? 

A: Adjustments in the exchange rate will equalize rates of 
return between countries – even if interest rates diverge.  



i(Euro) i(US)<

French investors (and others) say “ooh la la” – higher interest rates in US.

Everyone buys US assets.

US Dollar appreciates – become more expensive. 

RECALL: Tighter money means more valuable currency.

That appreciation wipes away the extra return!! 

(Think of a bond price – higher price, lower return!) 

N.B. Not on the test.



Q. More important – why is it NOT possible for a 
country to pursue an independent monetary policy 
when the exchange rate is fixed and there is full 
capital mobility?

A: As money moves between countries, it can 
‘undo’ intended effects of monetary policy.



i(Fixed Exchange rate) i(US)=

If FER country tries to raise interest rates, investors will rush in and drive up price of 
FER bonds – just enough to bring FER interest rate to world (US) interest rate!

This is called ‘arbitrage’. 

This would not happen in a fixed 
exchanger rate country. 



Q: If a country imposes capital controls, 
can it then have both a fixed exchange 
rate and independent monetary policy? 

A: Perhaps – but even if you shut a door, 
money has a way of finding its way 
through the cracks. 
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Net Exports and Financing (Net Capital Flows) 



Mankiw 9e p 378

Tanner, Ch 15, Section 15.1

Note – examples here are VERY simple and consistent with Mankiw.

Balance of Payments accounting is complicated!! 

My book gives a better flavor of that complicated – but you don’t need to know things at that 
level…



Net Exports  correspond to Net Capital Inflows

Deficit on Net Exports – Net Capital Inflows are positive country 
is receiving financing – financing willingly supplied by 
foreigners.

Surplus on Net Exports – Net Capital Inflows are negative (“Net 
Capital Outflows) country is providing financing – to deficit 
countries. 



Net Exports  correspond to Net Capital Inflows (non-reserve) and accumulation of international 
reserves by central bank. 

Net Exports + Net Capital Inflows (non-reserve) = Change in International Reserves











Next video – linking up net 
exports, net capital flows, 
reserves and the exchange 
rate.
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Reserves and the exchange rate



Mankiw 9e p 378

Tanner, Ch 15, Section 15.2 pp 10 -11

Note – examples here are VERY simple and consistent with Mankiw.



Fixed exchange rate regime: central bank intervenes with purchases/sales of international reserves  --
its foreign currency holdings – in order to keep prevent exchange rate from moving.

Sells foreign exchange (and buys domestic currency) to prevent domestic currency from depreciating 
against foreign currency – i.e. US Dollar.

Helps importers, cool down the economy – and maybe reduce inflation. 

Buys foreign exchange (and sells domestic currency) to prevent domestic currency from appreciating 
against foreign currency – i.e. US Dollar.

Helps exporters, stimulate the economy – but maybe also increase inflation. 



Changes in reserve holdings can reflect pressures from 
either:

Goods and services (net exports) 

Net capital flows (investor sentiment). 

See the following examples:



Initial position – balanced trade 
No reserves



Reduction of exports –
sales of reserves is preventing the exchange rate from losing value -- depreciating

When exports fall, all else equal, exports have less dollar proceeds to purchase 
domestic currency with -- the demand for domestic currency will fall as well. 

If the central bank does not intervene, there will be a depreciation of the 
exchange rate. 

However the central bank can prevent that depreciation by selling its dollars at 
the initial, fixed, exchange rate. 



Increase in exports --
Purchases of reserves prevent the exchange 
rate from gaining value – appreciating 

When exports rise, all else equal, the demand for domestic currency will rise  
as well. 

If the central bank does not intervene, there will be an appreciation of the 
exchange rate. 

However the central bank can prevent that appreciation by selling more 
domestic currency and buying dollars at the initial, fixed, exchange rate. 



More capital inflows. 
Purchases of reserves prevent the exchange rate from gaining value –
appreciating 



More capital outflows --
Sales of reserves prevent the exchange rate from losing 
value  – depreciating 



Net capital flows  (financing)Net exports (goods and services)

Bottom lines: Central bank’s foreign exchange transactions are the 
mechanism by which the exchange rate is fixed. 

Pressures on a currency to appreciate or depreciate can come from either 
the net export side or the capital inflow side. 
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Net exports, net capital flows --- and money!! 



Mankiw 9e pp 378-382

Tanner, Ch 15, Section 15.2 pp 10 - 18



A central bank – like any other bank – has a balance sheet, with both assets and liabilities.

Assets of a small country central bank include international reserves (a claim on foreigners) and 
domestic assets (loans to domestic banks, government bonds). Money is a liability.

Initial situation of hypothetical central bank



When a central bank acquires international reserves (an asset), so long as all else is 
equal, it must also create a liability – one-to-one. That liability is money!

Hence, as a first impact, when international reserves go up, the money supply expands –
all else equal 

Increase in reserves and money



Symmetrically, as a first impact, when international reserves go down, the money supply 
contracts  -- all else equal!!  

Decrease in reserves and money



Expansion of money will mean a reduction of domestic interest rates – as an IS/LM model would tell 
you.

But then, just as quickly, there will be a net capital outflow – investors will dump their domestic bonds 
in search of higher rate of return outside the country.



Final position – increase and offsetting decrease means NO CHANGE in money supply

Domestic and world interest rates kept equal. 

See excel example



Capital controls are a way of circumventing this last part – so long as they are effective. 


